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            Abstract
Plastics show the strongest production growth of all bulk materials and are already responsible for 4.5% of global greenhouse gas emissions1,2. If no new policies are implemented, we project a doubling of global plastic demand by 2050 and more than a tripling by 2100, with an almost equivalent increase in CO2 emissions. Here we analyse three alternative CO2 emission-mitigation pathways for the global plastics sector until 2100, covering the entire life cycle from production to waste management. Our results show that, through bio-based carbon sequestration in plastic products, a combination of biomass use and landfilling can achieve negative emissions in the long term; however, this involves continued reliance on primary feedstock. A circular economy approach without an additional bioeconomy push reduces resource consumption by 30% and achieves 10% greater emission reductions before 2050 while reducing the potential of negative emissions in the long term. A circular bioeconomy approach combining recycling with higher biomass use could ultimately turn the sector into a net carbon sink, while at the same time phasing out landfilling and reducing resource consumption. Our work improves the representation of material flows and the circular economy in global energy and emission models, and provides insight into long-term dynamics in the plastics sector.
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                    Fig. 1: Projections of global plastic production, waste generation and plastic stocks in use, by sector.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Global plastic flows and stocksÂ for the SSP2 baseline scenario in the year 2050.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Global carbon balance of the plastics sector over the entire life cycle.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Global final energy use in the plastics sector over the entire life cycle.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              Model documentation and data of the IMAGE model can be found online33. A detailed description of the PLAIA model and its data sources is published13.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 The global shares of waste treatment technologies.
These graphs represent the fate of collected plastic waste; sorting and recycling losses of mechanical recycling were allocated to the remaining waste treatment options; the chemical recycling share represents the plastic waste sent to pyrolysis.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Resource shares in annual global plastic production.
This figure shows the final shares of resources in the annually produced plastic products (not the primary resource use for plastics).


Extended Data Fig. 3 Comparing the net CO2-emissions of the four scenarios for the global plastic sector.
These emission lines are the same as the solid net emission lines of Fig. 3; biogenic emissions are assumed to be renewable and therefore have no net contribution to climate change.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Global plastic flowsÂ and stocks for the 2â€‰Â°C scenario (SSP2-2.6) in the year 2050.
The numbers represent the plastic flows and stocks in million metric tonnes (Mt).Â Processing losses in sorting and mechanical recycling are allocated to other waste treatment options. Chemical recycling refers to pyrolysis and its processing losses are assumed to be emitted.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Global plastic flowsÂ and stocks for the 2â€‰Â°C-CE scenario in the year 2050.
The numbers represent the plastic flows and stocks in million metric tonnes (Mt).Â Processing losses in sorting and mechanical recycling are allocated to other waste treatment options. Chemical recycling refers to pyrolysis and its processing losses are assumed to be emitted.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Global plastic flows and stocksÂ for the 2â€‰Â°C-CBE scenario in the year 2050.
The numbers represent the plastic flows and stocks in million metric tonnes (Mt).Â Processing losses in sorting and mechanical recycling are allocated to other waste treatment options. Chemical recycling refers to pyrolysis and its processing losses are assumed to be emitted.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Overview of the PLAIA model.
Adapted from ref.Â 13; the green boxes describe the inputs into PLAIA coming from other modules of the IMAGE model (e.g., availability and costs of resources) or exogenously set inputs (e.g., carbon price, economic & population development).


Extended Data Fig. 8 Sensitivity analysis of the global plastic sectorâ€™s cumulative net CO2-emissions (2020â€“2100).
This figure shows how changes in model variables affect the cumulative net CO2-emissions (2020â€“2100) of the global plastic sector over its entire life cycle.


Extended Data Fig. 9 Net CO2 emissions of the global plastic sector over the entire life cycle with different shared socioeconomic pathways (SSP).
Biogenic emissions are assumed to be renewable and therefore have no net contribution to climate change. The narratives behind the shared socioeconomic pathways are described in ref.Â 15.


Extended Data Fig. 10 Global annual plastic production with different shared socioeconomic pathways (SSP).
The narratives behind the shared socioeconomic pathways are described in ref.Â 15.
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